
AH, THE sweet smell of freshly-cut grass. But wait. Is the
grass actually… screaming?

That distinct scent could in fact be a loud distress sig-
nal. When a plant is being chomped on by pests, that same
“cut grass” smell summons parasitic wasps to attack the
pests, a 2014 paper in The Plant Journal found.

Scent is believed to be just one of the many secret lan-
guages of plants. Trees can’t humblebrag on LinkedIn, but
theyhave theWoodWideWeb,anundergroundnetworkof
roots, fungi and bacteria that could be transmitting infor-
mation. While plants lack a brain and neurons, they send
electrical signals, like our own nervous system.

I learned these mind-bending facts from a simple Goo-
gle search: “plant psychology”. Like many plant-obsessed
millennials, I’ve been trying to nurture a variety of house-
plants, from turmeric to holy basil and four o’clock flow-
ers. And like a parent with teenagers, I’ve been trying to
better make sense of their behaviour.

Some plants are stoics, while others are divas. A col-
leagueoncedescribedherpeace lilyasadramaqueen that
“flopsandlooks likedeath”whenitmisses justasinglewa-
tering. These visual cues help plant-rents, but imagine if
wehaddeeper insight intowhatplantsareexpressing–we
wouldalwaysbe in the looponhowexactly they’re feeling,
or even what they’re sensing in the environment.

Singapore’s plant whisperers
How do we bridge this language gap? It turns out that Sin-
gapore researchers Luo Yifei and Li Wenlong, from the
Agency for Science, Technology and Research, have been
obsessed with this question.

Working with Chen Xiaodong, a materials science and
engineering professor at Nanyang Technological Universi-
ty, they have been investigating how humans and plants
can “communicate” with each other – via electrical signals.

Many plants generate weak electrical signals to com-
municate with other plants or respond to environmental
changes. These signals can be likened to a language, Luo
explained over a Zoom call. However, they are very hard to
pick up, given the waxy and hairy surfaces of plants.

In 2021, the team developed a solution: a 3-mm device
that can deliver electrical signals to and from plants. At-
taching an electrode to the surface of a Venus flytrap, the
researchers were able to not only monitor the plant’s elec-
trical signals, but even send it new signals, triggering it to
close its jaw-like leaves in 1.3 seconds.

Li candidly admits that he was initially weirded out by
theVenusflytrapwhenstartingonthisproject in2017.But
that also piqued his curiosity.

“It’s a pretty horrible plant, it looks like it will cut your
finger. I didn’t have a good feeling about it,” he said with a
laugh. “But we are scientists – you realise that if you are
afraidofsomething,youprobablydon’tknowitverywell.”

Theteamhassincegainedanintimateunderstandingof

the Venus flytrap’s electrical signals, and expanded its re-
search into other plants, namely choy sum and tobacco.
There is immense commercial potential. For instance,
plants inthefuturecouldbeengineeredtoproducecertain
signals that induce resistance to pests.

Plants are probably much smarter than we think, and
technology – through genetic engineering or nanomate-
rials–couldmakethem“evensmarter”,musedLi.Butthere
is still a long way to go. Said Luo : “We have to understand
(plants‘) language, but now, I think we cannot their decode
their language. That’s the biggest challenge in the field.”

Is mowing the grass mass torture?
The possibility of plant communication has captured the
imaginationsofnot justscientists,butphilosophers too. If
plantscancommunicate,are theymore intelligent thanwe
think, or perhaps even sentient?

Several books have been written on the topic, most re-
cently one called Planta Sapiens: Unmasking Plant Intelli-
gence. Its co-author, Paco Calvo, specialises in the philoso-
phy of plant behaviour and signalling – a rather unconven-
tional, and somewhat controversial, field dubbed “plant
neurobiology”. Calvo believes that plants aren’t just reac-
tive beings, but in fact “plan ahead to achieve goals” and
“proactively engage with their surroundings”.

However, not many are convinced. “Proving that these
behavioursareevidenceofcognition,ratherthanbeingau-
tomaticreflexresponses,albeit impressiveones, isatough
hurdletoclear,andCalvodoesn’tquitemakeitover,”saida
review of the book by The Guardian.

For now, the idea of plants being sentient is still contro-
versial. But it has opened up all kinds of thought experi-
ments – if plants are conscious, can they feel pain? And if
theydo, shouldwestopeating them?Someevenquestion:
Is mowing the grass the equivalent of mass torture?

No one knows for now, and the mysteries of plant lan-
guage have yet to be uncovered. But I guess a lot of people
have gained an excuse not to mow their lawns.
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Plant language is just one of manyweird andwonderful
phenomena out there that can teach us plenty about the
worldwe live in. Everymonth, this columnwill go off
tangent from the news and look intomore curiosities in
various fields, from finance and economics to science and
psychology, or even beyond.
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